**TABLE "C" - DISCHARGE OPTIONS**

**ITEM** | **PART NO.** | **DESCRIPTION** | **QTY.** | **BRONZE** | **P/N**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
1 | 018-1824-25-0 | SCREW, 7/16-14 X 2.5, GR8 | 4 |  | 
2 | 115-0210-00-0 | 4" NPT FLANGE (IRON) | 1 |  | 
3 | 040-2480-00-0 | O-RING | 1 |  | 
4 | 110-1800-25-0 | NUT, HEX, 7/16-14, GR8, ZINC PL | 4 |  | 
5 | 112553 | FLANGE ADAPTER 4" S/S AP50 | 1 |  | 
6 | 018-1822-25-0 | SCRW, 7/16-14x2.25, GR8, ZINC PL | 4 |  | 

**INTERNAL SPLINE DATA:**
- No. of Teeth: 14
- Spline Pitch: 12/24

**INPUT DRIVE OPTIONS**

**DRIVE DISC: #10 OR #11.5 ELASTOMERIC COUPLING**

**DIRECT ENGINE DRIVE**
(FLYWHEEL HOUSING MOUNT)

**WEIGHT: 180 LBS. (83 Kg)**

**VOLUTE AND DRIVE UNIT ORIENTATION (SEE SHEET 1, NOTES 2 & 4)**

**POSITION 1** | **POSITION 2** | **POSITION 3**
--- | --- | ---
VERTICAL DISCHARGE VOLUTE | VERTICAL GEARBOX | VERTICAL DISCHARGE VOLUTE
VERTICAL GEARBOX | HORIZONTAL LEFT GEARBOX | HORIZONTAL RIGHT GEARBOX

**POSITION 4** | **POSITION 5** | **POSITION 6**
--- | --- | ---
RIGHT DISCHARGE VOLUTE | VERTICAL GEARBOX | RIGHT DISCHARGE VOLUTE
HORIZONTAL LEFT GEARBOX | HORIZONTAL RIGHT GEARBOX | INVERTED GEARBOX

**POSITION 7** | **POSITION 8** | **POSITION 9**
--- | --- | ---
LEFT DISCHARGE VOLUTE | VERTICAL GEARBOX | LEFT DISCHARGE VOLUTE
HORIZONTAL RIGHT GEARBOX | INVERTED GEARBOX |

**POSITION 10** | **POSITION 11** | **POSITION 12**
--- | --- | ---
INVERTED DISCHARGE VOLUTE | HORIZONTAL LEFT GEARBOX | INVERTED DISCHARGE VOLUTE
HORIZONTAL RIGHT GEARBOX | INVERTED DISCHARGE VOLUTE |